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Abstract 
RJZLFUN reciprocally extends Horn RJZLations and call-by-value FUNctions just enough to 
yield a unified operator concept. Relations acquire application nesting and higher-order nota- 
tion; functions acquire non-groundness and non-determinism. Relations are defined by Horn-like 
clauses implicitly returning true; functions are defined by rules with an additional retumed- 
value premise. This minimal relational- functional kernel permits common extensions without 
duplicate features in logic and functional languages. Procedural and model-theoretic semantics 
are developed for kernel RELFUN, transferring the Herbrand models of (Horn-clause) relational 
programming to (first-order) functional programming. The compiler system reuses the register Xl 
of the Warren Abstract Machine for value returning, statically flattening general nestings while 
optimizing first-argument nestings. Applications include a (hyper)graph library, a CAD-to-NC 
transformer, and sharable knowledge bases. @ 1999-Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved 
Keywords: Functional programming; Logic programming; Herbrand models; 
Innermost conditional narrowing; WAM compilation 
1. Introduction 
The two classical declarative paradigms are applicative (functional) programming in 
the tradition of pure LISP and logic (relational) programming following pure PRO- 
LOG. Basic communalities between these or modern functional (e.g., [14]) and rela- 
tional (e.g., [23]) languages have led to increasing efforts at their integration in search 
of a unified declarative paradigm for ‘functional-logic’ or ‘relational-functional’ pro- 
gramming (cf. the survey [20]). We approach certain issues of such an integration with 
an emphasis on syntactic and semantic simplicity as called for by practical use. The 
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discussion is based on our experience with the design, semantics, implementation, and 
use of the RELFUN (RELational-FUNctional) language [4]. 
We first consider characteristics of PROLOG-like relational programming and LISP- 
like functional programming w.r.t. relational-functional cross-extension and integration. 
The resulting relational-functional language design, kernel RELFUN, then provides a 
platform for the study of further useful extensions preserving uniformity. 
More precisely, we have followed a two-stage strategy for developing a tightly in- 
tegrated, practically oriented declarative language: 
(1) Find initial minimal reciprocal extensions sufficient to integrate the essential re- 
lational and functional notions of PROLOG and LISP, which have shown their 
usefulness over the longest period of time. 
(2) Find further useful common extensions of the integrated relational-functional lan- 
guage needed in practice and implementable efficiently, thus avoiding later efforts 
of integrating separate extensions (from further declarative constructs to graphical 
interfaces). 
The RELFUN language, studied here, is an instance of such a development: 
( 1) Kernel RELFUN integrates the kernels of PROLOG (‘sequentialized Horn clauses’) 
and LISP (‘named lambda expressions’) via operators, which constitute the ‘most 
specific generalization’ of PROLOG relations and LISP functions via four essential 
cross-extensions (detailed below). 
(2) Pure RELFUN extends this integrated kernel (i.e., relations and functions) mainly 
by constructors and operators of varying arities, a ‘first-class’ reconstruction of the 
practically established finite domains (and the complementary, new finite exclu- 
sions [6]), and order-sorted logics; full RELFUN again extends the pure sublan- 
guage by ‘single-cut’ determinism specification for operator definitions, relational- 
functional meta-calls, (graphical) I / 0, debugging tools, etc. 
This development strategy was prototypically confirmed by the ease with which it 
was possible to extend our already integrated relational-functional language by finite 
domains and exclusions, thus avoiding separate relational and functional extensions, 
and the difficulties of their later integration. 
Our primary concern, then, is minimal integrative extensions of both declarative 
programming paradigms w.r.t. fusion into the desired relational-functional kernel. For 
this, two prominent relational essentials, (RI) and (R2), are mapped to corresponding 
extensions of functional programming, and two prominent functional essentials, (Fl ) 
and (F2), are similarly transferred to the relational paradigm: 
(Rl) The relational essential of permitting first-order non-ground terms (terms be- 
ing or containing free logic variables, which may become bound by calls) will be 
transferred to functional programming in the following way: a function can take non- 
ground terms as arguments by using (two-sided) unification instead of (one-sided) 
matching, and similarly can return non-ground terms as values. With call-by-value 
(eager) evaluation of functional applications this will lead to innermost conditional 
narrowing [ 161. 
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(R2) Since a non-ground (e.g., inverse) function call may deliver several ‘solu- 
tion values’, this also entails a transfer of the relational essential of (don’t-know) 
non-determinism (solution search, implemented by backtracking enumeration as in 
PROLOG) to functional programming. Historically, however, non-ground functional 
programming was proposed as a result of relational-functional integrations [12], while 
non-deterministic functional programming was first introduced as a purely functional 
generalization [22]. 
(Fl ) The functional essential of application values (function applications return value 
terms, hence can be nested into ‘functional compositions’) will be transferred to rela- 
tional programming as follows: a relation that holds (its call succeeds) always returns 
the value true in the manner of a characteristic function, besides possibly binding 
variables. On the other hand, each argument of a relation call may be the value re- 
turned by an application rather than a directly specified term. Hence, (passive, instan- 
tiated) structures are explicitly distinguished from (active, evaluated) applications by 
transferring a version of LISP’s backquote on function arguments to PROLOG’s rela- 
tion arguments; RELFUN’s PROLOG-like syntax marks instantiation vs. evaluation by 
square brackets vs. round parentheses, while the logical semantics fMher sharpens the 
distinction via disjoint alphabets of (uninterpreted) constructor and (defined) function 
symbols. 
(F2) The functional characteristic of higher-order functions can be transferred to 
relations by considerably generalizing and complicating the semantics. However, rather 
than abandoning Herbrand models [24] in favor of, say, Henkin models [25], our func- 
tional sublanguage only permits functions named by terms (constants or structures), 
not anonymous (lambda) functions, because named functions are computationally com- 
plete (already with a fixed set of ‘combinators’, but we allow them to be user-defined), 
predominant in practice, and easier to integrate with relations (avoiding the issue of 
lambda variables vs. logic variables, and the undecidability of higher-order unifica- 
tion). The fUnctiona essential of higher-order functions over named functions (named 
functions as functional arguments and values) will then be transferred to relational 
programming: a relation can take named relations as arguments (an operator returning 
a relation as its value is again a function).’ 
The next Section, 2, will present operators as the minimal relational-functional integ- 
ration concept. Then, Section 3 proceeds to their semantics (Section 3.1) and imple- 
mentation (Section 3.2). Applications follow in Section 4, and related work in Section 
5. Conclusions are given in Section 6. 
2 Conversely, our relational sublanguage permits logic variables also in the relation position of queries 
and definitions (‘predicate variables’), introducing some syntax of second-order predicate logic. This will 
be transferred to functional programming (‘function variables’). The higher-order functions and relations 
permitted here, although practically very useful, embody just conservative, syntactic extensions that can be 
reduced to equivalent first-order versions by introducing a dummy operator. For the resulting first-order 
relational-functional language Section 3.1 introduces a common (Herbrand-)model-theoretic semantics. 
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2. From relations and functions to operators 
Reciprocally extending relations and functions, the RELFUN notion of operators 
covers an area spanned by two orthogonal dimensions, (non-)truth-valuedness and 
(non-)determinism: varying the type of values, an operator can be specified to return 
only truth-values (as an unmixed relation does), to return both truth-values and general 
values (as a mixed relational-functional operator does), or to return only non-truth- 
values (as an unmixed function does); independently varying the number of solutions, 
an operator can be specified to deliver exactly one solution (being deterministic like a 
classical function) or to deliver zero or more solutions (being non-deterministic like a 
classical relation). 
More precisely, kernel RELFUN’s operators extend pure PROLOG’s relations to- 
wards the functional essentials, (Fl ) and (FZ), of Section 1 by making them (three- 
valued) characteristic functions on success returning true (instead of just printing 
yes), on failure yielding unknown (instead of printing no), and for explicitly avail- 
able negative information returning false. They extend LISP’s functions by enabling 
the relational essentials of Section 1: (Rl ) non-ground functions with free logic vari- 
ables as/in arguments (which may become bound through calls) and as/in values; 
(R2) non-deterministic functions, enumerating any number of zero (i.e., failure or 
unknown) or more values. These individual extensions are just sufficient for being in- 
tegrated into our uniform operator concept: generally, RELFUN’s operators can take 
ground or non-ground arguments; they always either fail with unknown (permitting 
no variable bindings) or enumerate one or more truth-values, true or false, or 
any other ground or non-ground values (along with possible bindings of argument 
variables). 
Such an operator is defined by a system (‘procedure’) of valued clauses, which - as 
a simple extension to PROLOG’s Horn-clause top-level syntax - can let the new infix 
‘W precede an explicit foot expression that evaluates to the returned clause values. 
Semantically, valued clauses can be ordered w.r.t expressive power as follows, where 
extra-variables, not occurring in a clause head op(argl, . . .), are permitted both in the 
clause premises’ conditions cndi and as/ in its expression exp: 
(1) Unit clauses (facts) op(argl , . . .) 3 for extensional relation definitions are implicitly 
true-valued. 
(2) Unconditional directed equations op(argl , . . .) : & exp for operator (normally, hmc- 
tion) definitions whose case distinctions are made only via unification of left-hand 
sides (written as clause heads) return an explicit right-hand-side (r.h.s.) expression 
value. 
(3) Non-unit clauses (rules) op(argl , . . .) : - cndl, . . , cndw for relation definitions whose 
case distinctions require conditions (written as clause premises, also used for accumu- 
lating partial results in extra-variables) are implicitly true-valued. 
3 For clauses written as part of text lines or semantic models, the PROLOG dot terminator “.” will always 
be elided. 
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(4) Conditional directed equations op(argl, . . .) : - cndl, . . . , cndM & exp for operator 
(normally, function) definitions whose case distinctions require conditions, as in (3), 
again return an explicit r.h.s. expression value, as in (2). 
Note that the unconditional definitions (1) and (2) are listed before the more ex- 
pressive conditional definitions (3) and (4). Further, the true-valued definitions (1) 
and (3) stand before the more expressive arbitrary-valued definitions (2) and (4), re- 
spectively: a function’s explicit value may happen to be true. In particular, a Horn 
rule of the form (3) can be regarded as a true-valued conditional directed equation 
op(argl,. . .) : - cndl,. . . , cndw & true specializing (4). Similarly, (1) may be seen as 
the specialization op(argl, . . .) :&true of (2), with a constantly true r.h.s. expression, 
or as the specialization op(argl , . . .) : - true of (3), with a constantly true condition; 
both in turn can be seen as the specialization op(argl,. . .) : - true &true of (4) with 
a constantly true condition and expression. 
We may thus view RELFUN operator definitions as Horn clauses equipped with 
a truth-value convention, as in (1) and (3), or generalized by a value-returning 
specification, as in (2) and (4); we may simultaneously view them as directed 
equations understood to have a constantly true r.h.s., as in (1) and (3), or hav- 
ing an arbitrary r.h.s., as in (2) and (4). In both of these views the “&“-symbol 
precedes expression premises, while the “: -“- symbol precedes condition premises. 
Alternatively, the RELFUN notation would support a chiefly functional perspective, 
where the “: &“-symbol precedes all kinds of premises: an ordinary “ ,“-conjunction 
can be parenthesized into a truth-functional expression (end 1,. . . , cndM) - which re- 
turns just a truth-value - in the (3)-equivalent op(arg,, . . .) : & (cndl,. . . , cndM) acting 
as the r.h.s. of the directed equation infix “: &“; a valued “&“-conjunction can be paren- 
thesized into a conditional expression (end 1,. . . , cndM & exp) - which returns an arbi- 
trary value - in the (4)-equivalent op(arg1,. . .) : & (cndl, . . . , cndw & exp) acting as the 
r.h.s. of “:&“. The ordinary notation for conditional equations, op(argl,. . .) = exp if 
cndl,...,cndM, whose “if “-clause always qualifies the “=“-infixed equation, 
would not support reinterpreting (exp if cndl,. . . ,cnd~) as a self-contained 
construct. 
Summarizing, valued clauses integrate Horn-logic facts (1) and rules (3), as well as 
unconditional (2) and conditional directed equations (4), possibly with extra-variables, 
into one kind of axiom. This tight integration of Horn clauses and directed equations 
will be anchored in the model theory (as indicated in Section 3) and distinguishes 
RELFUN from all those functional-logic languages that employ an explicit equality 
predicate and are based on Horn logic with equality (an example will be discussed in 
Section 5). 
As in PROLOG, the premises of a valued clause are conveniently processed from 
left to right, the clauses of a procedure in an analogous textual top-down manner. 
Operator definitions not making unique case distinctions (e.g., through pairwise disjoint 
clause heads) give rise to non-deterministic search realized depth-first, by backtracking. 
In the relational-functional semantics (cf. Section 3), this ‘AND / OR-sequentialism’ 
conceptually becomes ‘AND /OR-parallelism’. 
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Full-RELFUN operator definitions argument this by ‘single-cut’ determinism speci- 
fications in valued clauses, restricting the cut (“! “) use of PROLOG: there is at most 
a single “!” per clause, which is syntactically regarded as a separator, not as a para- 
meterless pseudo-goal, to emphasize the departure from a pure-RELFUN clause. 4 Also, 
an n-ary once built-in is provided to avoid intra-clause determinism specification via 
“! “. Because of RELFUN’s integrated notion of operators, new methods of (avoiding) 
determinism specification will immediately benefit both its relations and functions. 
3. Semantics and implementation 
The semantics of the first-order-reduced RELFUN kernel is formalized by equiv- 
alent procedural, jxpoint, and model-theoretic means [5], extending those of logic 
programming [24]. In particular, the procedural SLD-resolution for Horn-clause pro- 
grams is extended to SLV-resolution for valued-clause programs, e.g. accomodat- 
ing value returning and operator nesting. Simultaneously, the underlying Herbrand 
(base) models, containing ground ‘atoms’ (flat relationships), are extended to Her- 
brand cross models, containing ground ‘molecules’ (flat function applications asym- 
metrically “ : &“-paired with terms). Instead of all ground term equations in the Her- 
brand base for models of logics with (e.g., symmetry-axiomatized) equality [15], the 
Herbrand base for cross models thus contains all ground ‘innermost’ defined-function 
applications associated with all ground terms, denoting their ultimate computation val- 
ues (just as the usual Herbrand base contains all ground relation applications, de- 
noting their ultimate truth). For integrated relational-functional programs, such mod- 
els become united to Herbrand crossbase models, containing both atoms and 
molecules. 
To exemplify, the middle row of Table 1 gives RELFUN definitions of corresponding 
non-deterministic relational and functional programs for computing part relations and 
functions over materials. The table’s upper row shows their least models, which are 
finite since the programs are confined to constructorless relational (DATALOG) and 
functional (DATAFUN) language subsets. The entire middle row can also be regarded 
as a single relational-functional program, whose least crossbase model is the union of 
the columns of the upper row. 
Knowledge implicit in the programs is made explicit by the models, here containing 
the reflexive-transitive closure of the main and auxiliary part relations/functions (e.g. 
giving all parts of ferroconcrete). For fixed input-output modes of the 
relations, here to be declared as partr(in,out), mainpartr(in,out), and auxi- 
partr (in, out), the ground atoms of the Herbrand model are in a one-to-one cor- 
respondence to the ground molecules of the Herbrand cross model. However, the 
left-to-right direction of molecules extensionally formalizes the semantics of (directed) 
4 Thus, full RELFUN’s OR-sequential single-cut separator “!” would correspond to an (optional) OR- 
parallel commit operator “ I ” in (extended) committed-choice languages. 
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Table 1 
east Herbrand @se) model: Least Herbrand cross model (of P’): 
partr(ferroconcrete,ferroconcrete), { partf (ferroconcrete) : %ferroconcrete, 
partr(concrete, concrete), patif (concrete) : % concrete, 
partr(stee1, steel), partf (steel) :&steel, 
partr(iron, iron), partf (iron) : % iron, 
partr(carbon, carbon), partf (carbon) : % carbon, 
partr(ferroconcrete, concrete), partf (ferroconcrete) : % concrete, 
partr(@roconcrete,steel), partf (ferroconcrete) : % steel, 
partruerroconcrete, iron), partf (ferroconcrete) : % iron, 
partrverroconcrete, carbon), partf (ferroconcrete) : % carbon, 
partr(stee1, iron), partf (steel) : % iron, 
partr(steel, carbon), partf (steel) : % carbon, 
mainpartr(ferroconcrete, concrete), mainpartf (ferroconcrete) : % concrete, 
mainpartr(ferroconcrete,steel), mainpartf (ferroconcrete) :&steel, 
mainpartr(stee1, iron), mainpartf (steel) : % iron, 
auxipartr(stee1, carbon)} auxipartf (steel) : % carbon} 
:elational program: Functional program (P’): 
artr(W,W). partf(W) :% w. 
artr(W,P) :- mainpartr(W,I), partf(W) :& partf(mainpartf(W)). 
partr(I,P). 
artr(W,P) :- auxipartr(W,I), partf(W) :% partf(auxipartf(W)). 
partr(1.P). 
ainpartr(ferroconcrete,concrete). mainpartf(ferroconcrete) :& concrete. 
ainpartr(ferroconcrete,steel). mainpartf(ferroconcrete) :% steel. 
ainpartr(steel,iron). mainpartf(stee1) :% iron. 
uxipartr(steel,carbon). auxipartfcsteel) :& carbon. 
kelational WAM code: Functional WAM code (for Pf): 
artr/2: try-me-else p2, 2 partf/l: try-me-else p2, 1 
get-x-value Xl, X2 
proctrue proceed 
2: retry-me-else p3 p2: retry-me-else p3 
allocate allocate 
get-y-variable P, X2 
put-y-variable I, X2 
call mainpartr/2, 2 call mainpartf/l, 0 
put-unsafe-value I, Xl 
put-y-value P, X2 
deallocate deallocate 
execute partr/2 execute partf/l 
3: trust_me_else_fail p3: trust_me_else_fail 
allocate allocate 
get-y-variable P, X2 
put-y-variable I, X2 
call auxipartr/2, 2 call auxipartf/l, 0 
put-unsafe-value I, Xl 
put-y-value P, X2 
deallocate deallocate 
execute partr/2 execute partf/l 
. . . . . 
uxipartr/2: get-constant steel, Xl auxipartf/l: get-constant steel, Xl 
get-constant carbon, X2 put-constant carbon, Xl 
proctrue proceed 
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functions via ‘pointwise’ argument-value definitions; this mode-like information is lost 
in atoms, extensionally formalizing (undirected) relations. Thus, without separate mode 
declarations the partr relation does not distinguish the ‘whole-part’ direction of 
the partf function from the ‘part-whole’ direction of a possible inverse. Note that 
molecule directedness does not affect the non-deterministic semantics of functions 
such as partf, which is formalized by two molecules such as partf Cferroconcrete) : & 
concrete and partf Cferroconcrete) :&steel having the same argument but different val- 
ues. SLV-resolution, provably equivalent to the models (cf. Section 3.1), can be used 
to obtain all possible answers from the programs; e.g. partr(ferroconcrete ,X> via 
five relational SLV-refutations non-deterministically binds X to f erroconcrete, con- 
crete, steel, iron, and carbon, while partf (ferroconcrete) via five functional 
SLV-refutations non-deterministically returns these values. SLV-resolution is realized 
in pure LISP as part of an interpreter that provides both an operational semantics and 
an implementation of full RELFUN. 
The implementation of RELFUN generally rests on a dejnitional interpreter for 
operationally specifying the language, compilerslemulators that extend the WAM 
( Warren Abstract Machine) for executing it efficiently, and source-to-source trans- 
formers for reducing language extensions or preparing programs to source-to-instruction 
compilation (cf. [2,8]). Normally, there are alternative paths for efficiently running a 
RELFUN program. Most naturally, the first-order-reduced RELFUN kernel can be ei- 
ther transformed to pure PROLOG via the relationalize algorithm (e.g. rewriting a 
function like partf to a relation like partr) or, compiled to the extended WAh4 via 
its nesting-flattening phase (e.g. transforming the nesting partf (mainpartf (W>  to 
the conjunction -1 .= mainpartf (WI, partf (_I), with the new variable -1 bound 
by a generalized is-primitive, “. =“), not needing its extra-argument-inserting phase. 
Our WAM emulators, based on [29], reuse the first argument register in a new way, 
namely for value returning, giving rise to a natural optimization, namely unary-function 
nesting without register transfer. 
To illustrate, the lower row of the table gives the extended WAM code of the 
partr and partf programs along with their auxipartr and auxipartf subpro- 
grams (the elided mainpartr and mainpartf subprograms being similar). Even with- 
out going into details, the juxtaposition of corresponding relational and functional 
WAM instructions shows the optimization of the nestings partf (mainpartf (W> > 
and partf (auxipartf (WI 1: relational register transfers via get and put instruc- 
tions become unnecessary in the functional version since mainpartf / I and auxi- 
partf / 1 return their values to the Xi register, where they are needed by the partf / 1 
recursions. 
We think the WAM-extension path is important to obtain a direct relational- 
functional language implementation avoiding dependency on PROLOG compilers. Also, 
a relationalized RELFUN program has sacrificed the functional style, is harder to 
read and use, and is statically longer than its (relational-)functional source; so it can- 
not substitute the source, but still debugging tools would operate on this too low, 
relationalized level. 
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Altogether, Table 1 gives a top-down illustration of the scope of our concerns w.r.t. 
relational-functional programs (middle row), extending from model-theoretic semantics 
(upper row, cf. Section 3.1) to compilative implementation (lower row, cf. Section 3.2). 
3.1. Herbrand crossbase model computation by SLV-resolution 
Since the RELFUN kernel formalized here does not contain a negation construct, 
we will neglect full RELFUN’s three-valued open-world semantics and its differenti- 
ation of the truth values false and unknown. The semantic notions treated here draw 
heavily on chapters 1 and 2 of J.W. Lloyd’s book [24], exploiting a parallel between 
Horn-clause relations and first-order functions while focusing functions (omitted defi- 
nitions, lemmas, and proofs can be found in [5]). This relational-functional parallel 
simplifies transferring soundness and completeness results of logic programming to ea- 
ger, non-ground, non-deterministic first-order functional programming and to unified 
relational-functional programming. It is thus attempted to complement the ‘function- 
translating’ characterization of innermost narrowing in [lo] by a ‘function-modeling’ 
characterization. Since our model notion reflects call-by-value flattening, also our notion 
of completeness will differ from the general one in [20], as illustrated by example 3. 
We think that a fundament for eager functional programming should be ‘grounded’ on a 
level as deep as the (Herbrand-)model-theoretic fundament of relational programming. 
Specifically, we try to establish function definitions as subsets {f(al, . . . , a,) : &b, . . .} 
of ground molecules from the Herbrand cross just like relation definitions are estab- 
lished as subsets {r(al,.. .,a,), . . .} of ground atoms from the Herbrand base. Avoid- 
ing dependencies between the molecules of such a model which correspond to the 
usual ‘functionality’ restriction f(al,. . . ,a,) :&b A f(al,. . . ,a,) :tc j b = c, it will 
simplify this semantics that we permit b # c i.e., non-deterministic functions. Unaf- 
fected by non-determinism, the directedness of functional computation is expressed by 
the ‘_/-(a,,..., a,)-to-b’ order of each molecule f(ui, . . . , a,) : &b in an Herbrand cross 
model. 
We begin with the semantic values of expressions (i.e., of non-deterministic function 
nestings) and of formulas, where for each n-ary function symbol an interpretation 
assigns a mapping from Dn to 2’, the powerset of domain D. 
Definition 1. Let I be an interpretation with domain D and let V be a variable assign- 
ment. The expression assignment (w.r. t. I and V) is defined as follows: 
(1) If t’ is the term assignment of the term t w.r.t. Z and V, then the singleton set 
{t’} is the expression assignment of t. 
(2) If f’ is the mapping assigned to the n-ary function symbol f by I and Ef,. . . , EL 
are the expression assignments of El,. . . , E,,, then the union of all f'(tf , . . . , t;) E 
2O for each ti E Ei, . . ., t; E EL is the expression assignment of f(El, . . . , E,). 
Definition 2. Let I be an interpretation with domain D and let V be a variable assign- 
ment. Then a formula can be given a truth value, true or false, (w.r.t. I and V) as 
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follows (only formulas that are relationships or unconditional or conditional directed 
equations are treated here; for full cases see [5]): 
(1) If the formula has the form r(Et, . . . , E,,), then the truth value of the formula is true 
if there exist ti E Ei, . . ., t; E EA such that r-‘(ti,. . . , ti) has truth value true, where 
Y’ is the mapping assigned to r by I and E{, . . . , EA are the expression assignments 
of El,..., E, w.r.t. Z and V; otherwise, the formula’s truth value is false. 
(2) If the formula has the form f(ti, . . . , t,) :&E, then the truth value of the formula is 
true if the expression assignment of E w.r.t. I and V is E’ and E’ C f’(ti,. . . , t;), 
where f I is the mapping assigned to f by I, and ti, . . . , t; are the term assignments 
of t1,..., tn w.r.t I and V; otherwise, the formula’s truth value is false. 
(3) If the formula has the form e : -fake &E, then its truth value is true. If the formula 
has the form e :-true&E, then the truth value is that of e :&E. 
We proceed with functional and relational-functional analogues to relational Herbrand 
bases, noting the following: If f is an n-ary function symbol and tl, . . . , t,, are terms, 
f(h,..*, t,,) is called a flat application. If e is a flat application and t is a term, e : & t 
is called a molecule (with foot t). 
Definition 3. The Herbrand cross Cp of a program P is the set of all ground molecules 
that can be formed by using the function symbols from P with ground terms from the 
Herbrand universe Up as arguments and using ground terms from UP as foots. 
Definition 4. The Herbrand crossbase Xp of a program P is the union Bp U Cp of its 
Herbrand base Bp and its Herbrand cross Cp. 
Two generalized model concepts can now be defined, extending the usual Herbrand 
models for relational programs to models for functional and relational-functional pro- 
grams. 
Definition 5. An Herbrand (base), Herbrand cross, or Herbrand crossbase interpre- 
tation is a subset of the Herbrand base, Herbrand cross, or Herbrand crossbase, re- 
spectively. 
Definition 6. Let I be an Herbrand (base), Herbrand cross, or Herbrand crossbase 
interpretation and let P be a program. Then I is, respectively, an Herbrand (base), 
Herbrand cross, or Herbrand crossbase model for P if P is true w.r.t. I. 
Since every relational-functional program P has Xp as an Herbrand crossbase model, 
the set of all Herbrand crossbase models for P is non-empty, and a “model intersection” 
property permits the following definition. 
Definition 7. The least Herbrand crossbase model Mp for a relational-functional pro- 
gram P is the intersection of all Herbrand crossbase models for P. 
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Example 1. Since the non-deterministic functional program Pf in Table 1 contains only 
function (no relation) symbols, its Herbrand crossbase models specialize to Herbrand 
cross models. PJ has a finite Herbrand universe, hence a finite Herbrand cross model. 
The least Herbrand cross model of Pf is shown in Table 1. 
We now extend SLD-resolution to first-order relational-functional clauses, where the 
SLD-case will be called body resolution. The extended resolution method, similar to 
innermost conditional narrowing [ 161, will be called SL V-resolution (SL-resolution 
for Valued clauses i.e., RELFUN’s Definite-clause extension). It provides the set of 
inference rules of a first-order relational-functional theory; their application conditions 
specify a partial derivation order. The detailed Example 2 will illustrate many SLV- 
resolution concepts. 
Definition 8. Let G,. be the relational goal : - Bl, . . . ,B,, . . . , Bk; further let C be the 
homish clause d : - V,, . . . , V, or the footed clause e : - WI,. . . , W, &E or the trivial 
clause T (abbreviating true : - true). Then G: is (relationally) derived from G, and 
C using mgu 0 if one of the following five inference rules applies (we let t’s or U’S 
denote terms): 
Body resolution 
(1) B, is an atom, called the selected atom, in G,. 
(2) C is the homish clause d : - VI,. . . , V, and 8 is the mgu of B, and d. 
(3) Gi is the relational goal :- (BI,. . .,B,_I, VI,. . ., V”,B,+,,.. . ,Bk)O. 
“. =“-r.h.s. resolution 
(1) B, is a formula of the form t . = g(ul,. . . ,u,), called the selected jut setter, in 
G,. 
(2) C is the footed clause e :-Wl,...,FV,,,&E and 8 is the mgu of g(ui,...,um) and 
e. 
(3) G: is the relational goal : - (B,, . . . ,B,_,, WI,. . ., W,, t .= E,B,+,, . . . ,Bk)O. 
Body flattening 
(1) B, in G, is a formula of the form r(El,..., Ei_1, h(Ei,l,..., Ei,n,), Ei+l,..., Em), 
called the selected nested relationship, and h(Ei,l, . . . , Ei, ) is an embedded appli- 
cation, called the selected embedded application. 
(2) C is the trivial clause T and 0 is the identity substitution (hence, trivially, an 
mgu). 
(3) x is a new variable. 
(4) GL is the relational goal :-Bl,..., B,_~,x .= h(Ei,l,..., Ei,ni),r(E1 ,..., Ei_l,x,Ei+l, 
..‘, Em),B,+l,...,Bk. 
“. =“-r.h.s. flattening 
(1) B, in G, is a formula of the form t .= g(El,. . . ,Ei_l, h(E;,l,. . . YEi,,,), Ei+l,. . . YE,), 
called the selected nested setter, and h(Ei,l, . . . , Eiqi) is an embedded application, 
called the selected embedded application. 
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(2) C is the trivial clause T and 0 is the identity substitution (hence, trivially, an 
mgu). 
(3) x is a new variable. 
(4) G: is the relational goal :-Bl,..., B,_l,x .= h(Ei,t 3.e.) Ei,,,),t .= g(E1,+..) Ei_t,X, 
Ei+l,*.., &A&+~,...,&. 
Term unification 
(1) B, is a formula of the form tl . = t2, called the selected term setter, in G,. 
(2) C is the trivial clause T and I3 is the mgu of tl and tz. 
(3) G: is the relational goal :-(Bl,. . . ,B,,+I,B,+1,.. . ,Bk)O. 
Definition 9. Let Gf be the functional goal : - B1, . . . ,Bk BF; further let C be the 
homish clause d : - VI,. . . , V, or the footed clause e : - WI,. . . , W, & E or the trivial 
clause T. Then G> is (jkctionally) derived from Gf and C using mgu 8 if one of 
the following three inference rules applies (we let U’S denote terms): 
Relational subderivation (using one of the five rules of Definition 8) 
(1) G, is : - B,, . . . , Bk, called the selected relational subgoal of Gf . 
(2) G: is relationally derived from G, and C using mgu 8. 
(3) G; is the functional goal : - G: & F9. 
Foot resolution 
(1) F is a formula of the form g(ul,..., u,,,), called the selected fiat application, 
in Gf. 
(2) C is the footed clause e :-WI,..., W,&E and 0 is the mgu of g(ut,...,u,) and e. 
(3) G; is the functional goal :-(B,,. . . ,Bk, WI,.. . , W,&E)O. 
Foot flattening 
(1) F in Gf is a formula of the form g(E1,. , .,Ei_l, h(Ei,l,. . .,Ei,,), Ei+l,. . . ,Em), 
called the selected nested application, and h(Ei,l, . . . , Ej,v) is an embedded appli- 
cation, called the selected embedded application. 
(2) C is the trivial clause T and 0 is the identity substitution (hence, trivially, an 
mgu). 
(3) x is a new variable. 
(4) G> is the functional goal :-B1,. . .,Bk, x .= h(Ei,l,. . .,Ei,,,)t g(El,. . .,Ei-1,X, 
Ei+I,...,Em). 
Example 2. Coming back to Example 1, a functional SLV-refutation of F”U{ : & partf 
(Y)} is: 
GO = G = :t partf(Y) 
Foot resolution of partf( Y) with Cl = partf ( Wl ) : & partf (mainpartf( Wl)), 
e1 = {y/wi): 
G1 = :C partf(mainpartf(W1)) 
Foot flattening of partf(mainpartf( Wl)) with C2 = T, 02 = {}: 
G2 = :- 21 .= mainpartf(Wl)t partf(Z1) 
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“. =“-r.h.s. resolution of Zl . = mainpartf ( Wl ) with C, = m.p.( f .c.) : t steel, 
0s = { W 1 / ferroconcrete}: 
G3 = :- Zl .= steel 85 partf(Z1) 
Term unification of Zl .= steel with C4 = T,& = {Zl/steel}: 
G4 = : t partf (steel) 
Finally, foot resolution of partf(stee1) with Cs = partf( W2) :& W2, 85 = { W2/steel}: 
Gs = :& steel 
This length-5 refutation happens to not use RELFUN’s implemented PROLOG-like 
textual order of P’-clauses but an arbitrary order. Operationally speaking, the non- 
ground call “partf( Y) returns steel and binds Y to ferroconcrete”: The refutation has 
last goal Gs terminating with steel, and 81 . . .& restricted to Y is {Y / ferroconcrete}; 
hence the computed functional answer is the pair (steel,{ Y / ferroconcrete} ). 
The success set of all ground molecules e : & t such that Pf U { : t e} is SLV-refutable 
with t is equal to the least Herbrand cross model of Pf, shown in Table 1 (for general 
proof see theorem 3 in [5]). 
Example 3. Employing the programs Qf and Qr, defined in Table 2, Qr U 
{ : & omegaf()} h as no functional SLV-refutation, just as the equivalent Qr U 
{ : - omegar( U)} has no relational SLD-refutation. The procedural call-by-value non- 
termination of such omegaf and omegar goals (independent of a leftmost or rightmost 
computation rule) is reflected in the models of QJ and Qr in Table 2 by the non- 
existing molecule omegaf () : & b and atom omegar (b), respectively, whose bottom-up 
construction would presuppose a psif molecule and a psir atom. (For the call-by-name 
termination of the functional Qr U { : & omegaf ()} with b there is no obvious relational 
analogue. )
Least Herbraud model (of Ql): 
{chir(a, b), 
chir(b, b)} 
Relational program (Qr): 
chir(X,b). 
psir(a,Y) :- psir(a,Y). 
0megarG) :- psir(a,I), chir(I,S). 
Least Herbrand cross model (of Qf) 
{chif(a) :&b, 
chzj-(b) :& b} 
Functional program (Qf): 
chif(X) :& b. 
psif(a) :& psif(a). 
omegaf() :& chif(psif(a)). 
Generally, the computed answers defined by SLV-resolution are just the correct answers 
defined by the least Herbrand crossbase model. 
While the following result addresses relational goals, only the first of the five SLV- 
resolution rules to be considered corresponds to the classical case of logic programming 
as proved by K.L. Clark. 
Theorem 1 (Soundness of relational SLV-resolution). Let P be a relational-functional 
program and G, a relational goal. Then every computed answer for P U {G,} is a 
correct answer for P u {G,}. 
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Proof (idea). Let G,. be the relational goal : - B1, . . . , Bk and 81, . . . ,f9, be the sequence 
of mgu’s used in an SLV-refutation of P U {G,}. We have to show that V((B1 A.. . A 
Bk) 01 . . .O,) is a logical consequence of P. The result is proved by induction on the 
length of the refutation (see [5]). 0 
The result for relational goals naturally carries over to functional goals, since 
: - B,,. . . ,B&F is ‘equivalent’ to : - BI,. . . ,Bk, (x . = F) with x a new variable. 
Corollary 1 (Soundness of functional SLV-resolution). Let P be a relational-functi- 
onal program and Gf a functional goal. Then every computed answer for P U {Gf} 
is a correct answer for P U {Gf}. 
K.L. Clark’s completeness result can be extended from logic to relational-functional 
programming. For relational goals we can adapt the formulation for definite goals in 
[24]. The symbol “ g ” will denote equality between substitutions after restriction of 
the r.h.s. substitution to the variables of goal G. 
Theorem 2 (Completeness of relational SLV-resolution). Let P be a relational- 
functional program and G, a relational goal. For every correct answer I3 for PU {G,} 
there exists a computed answer o for PU {G,} and a substitution y such that 0 2 oy. 
Proof. Let the relational goal G, be : - Bl,. . . ,Bk. Since 6 is correct, V((B1 A . . . A 
Bk) 0) is a logical consequence of P. By lemma 5 in [5] there exists a refutation of 
P U ( :-Big} such that the computed answer is the identity, for 1 <i < k. We can 
combine these remtations into a refutation of P U { : - G,.O} such that the computed 
answer is the identity. 
Suppose the sequence of mgu’s of the refutation of P U { : - G#} is 01,. . . ,8,. Then 
G,.O& . . .8, = G,O. By the lifting lemma there exists a refutation of P U { : - G,} with 
mgu’s O{, . . . ,(!I; such that BBt . . . en 5 19; . . . OLy’, for some substitution y’. Let o be 
0; . . . ek restricted to the variables in G,. Then f3 5 ay, where y is an appropriate 
restriction of y’. 0 
Again, the result for relational goals naturally carries over to functional goals. 
Corollary 2 (Completeness of functional SLV-resolution). Let P be a relational- 
functional program and G,f a functional goal. For every correct answer (t,tI) for 
P U {GJ} there exists a computed answer (s, a) for P U {Gf} and a substitution y 
such that 9 zf oy and t = sy. 
3.2. Compilation into an extended WAM 
The implementation concepts focussed here are transformation and code generation; 
for other compiler parts see [S]. 
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First, we discuss the static flattener as a central step in the compiler’s source-to- 
source transformers, also invokable interactively by the flatten command. 
Clauses can always be flattened by recursively replacing evaluative (parenthesized) 
subformulas by variables [lo]. In the resulting @tened clauses the subformulas to 
be evaluated become “. =“-r.h.s. formulas, which simplifies their call-by-value reduc- 
tion. Since a nesting of evaluative subformulas leads to a conjunction of “. =“-calls, 
non-deterministic subformulas can be managed by the WAM’s standard backtracking 
techniques, thus avoiding the direct handling of non-deterministic nestings. 
An example of a one-level, non-deterministic nesting is exhibited by the second 
clause of the functional partf program in Table 1: 
partf(W) :& W. 
partf (W) : t partf (mainpartf (W) ) . 
partf (W> : & partf (auxipartf (W) > . 
Although the embedded mainpartf call will evaluate non-deterministically (cf. its 
table definition), it can be flattened as in the deterministic case, introducing the fresh 
variable -1: 
partf (W> : - _I .= mainpartf(W) & partf(_l). 
With the clause’s flat body, a call like partf (f erroconcrete) initially evaluates 
the “. =“-r.h.s. mainpartf ( f erroconcrete), which may non-deterministically return 
the solutions concrete or steel. Going through a J-binding, the first value, con- 
crete, leads to the recursive call partf (concrete). If we presuppose the table’s 
definitions, this call would reflexively return concrete but fail on requests for more 
solutions. However, backtracking on the flat conjunction can easily reactivate the “. =“- 
r.h.s. It now returns the second value, steel, which via partf (steel) leads, after the 
reflexive solution, steel, shown in Section 3.1, to the transitive solutions of main- 
partf (steel) and auxipartf (steel), iron and carbon, respectively. 
Let us now proceed to functional WAlKregister reuse as the keystone of our ex- 
tended WAM code generation for (non-ground, non-deterministic) functional program- 
ming. 
Consider the transition from ‘relational’ WAM instructions for a fact to correspond- 
ing ‘functional’ instructions for a footed rule, taking the first factorial clause as an 
example. While the relational version gets two arguments and just proctrues (pro- 
ceeds with Xl = true), 
fac(O,l). 
fat/2: get-constant 0, Xl 
get-constant 1, X2 
proctrue 
the functional version only gets one argument but puts a non-trivial value: 
fac(O> :& I. 
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fat/l: get_constant 0, Xl 
put-constant 1, Xl 
proceed 
The compilation of functional nestings can always be done using flattening variables 
and the “.=” -primitive. For first-argument (incl. unary) nestings, however, a returned 
value can be left directly in the Xl-argument of the main formula. Both situations can 
be illustrated with a partially flattened form of the second functional factorial clause, 
transferring the recursive (second-argument-embedded) f ac value via a flattening vari- 
able, -1, and the (first-argument-embedded) l- value via the register Xl (the same 
Xl transfer would take place for the call value of a user-defined decrement function 
instead of the invoke value of the built-in l-): 
fat(N) :- >(N,O), _I .= fac(l-(NJ) & *(N,_l). 
fat/l : allocate 
get-y-variable N, Xl 
put-constant 0, x2 
invoke B/2 
put-y-value N, Xl 
invoke l-/i 
call fat/l, 2 
get-y-variable _I, Xl 
put-y-value N, Xl 
put-y-value _I, X2 
deallocate 
invoke */2 
proceed 
While the above $rst-nesting optimization via Xi requires no value transport at all, 
a last-nesting optimization can at least avoid the use of a permanent flattening vari- 
able for one non-first position: if to(. . .) is the last evaluative subformula of a call 
so(. . ., to(. . .), si+l, . . . , sn), none of the subformulas si+r , . . ., s, can destroy X-registers; 
hence the returned value of to(. _ .) can be put-x-valued directly from Xl to the main 
call’s register xi. A simple example is the main * call of the second factorial clause, 
whose first argument is denotative but whose second argument is the last evaluative 
subformula (this “temporary nesting” is made more explicit in the source line by re- 
substituting its flattening variable): 
fat(N) :- >(N,O) & *(N,fac(l-(NJ)). 
fat/l : allocate 
get-y-variable N, Xl 
put-constant 0, X2 
invoke >/2 
put-y-value N, Xi 
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invoke l-/l 
call fat/l, 1 
put-x-value Xl, X2 
put-y-value N, Xl 
deallocate 
invoke */2 
proceed 
Non-deterministic functions pose no extra problems for WAM translation: values can be 
enumerated by setting and resetting Xl within the usual try/retry/trust instructions. 
As an example reconsider the Table 1 definitions of the partf function and its WAM 
instructions, again compiling the flattening variable -1 as a temporary variable. 
Similarly, non-ground functions are taken care by the WAM’s variable-handling 
instructions like get-constant. Actually, the partf WAM code in the table can be 
called non-ground, as in partf (Y>, to return the parts of arbitrary materials Y. 
4. Applications 
Besides exemplary RELFUN definitions small enough to be explained in articles, 
some quite realistic RELFUN programs were written. Three such RELFUN applications 
will be sketched here: a library of declarative graph and hypergraph operations, a CAD- 
to-NC transformer of declarative geometries and plans, as well as sharable knowledge 
bases on elementary materials science and production/recycling materials engineering. 
Generally, we have focused the representation of engineering knowledge, supporting 
its evolutionary maintenance and inferential use. 
1. Declarative (hyper)graph representation and processing: Directed recursive la- 
belnode hypergraphs, which generalize directed labeled graphs with regards to more 
natural modeling of multi-level structures and n-ary relationships, were embedded into 
RELFUN [3]. Operations on such (generalized) graphs are specified in a declarative 
fashion to enhance readability and maintainability. For this, graphs are represented as 
nested RELFUN terms kept in a normal form by rules associated directly with their con- 
structors. Certain kinds of sharing in graph diagrams are mirrored by binding common 
subterms to logical variables. Apart from these, declarative graph processing makes a 
mostly functional use of RELFUN: graph terms become the arguments and returned 
values of functions. The package includes generalized set operations, structure-reducing 
operations, and extended path searching. 
2. Generation of abstract NC programs from CAD-like geometries: In our CO- 
LAB suite of experimental NC-program generators for lathe turning of rotational- 
symmetric workpieces, one version was written entirely in RELFUN [9]. This mainly 
functional program consists of three principal transformation components, which can 
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be used individually and in combination. First, a term representation of the CAD- 
like geometrical raw data is parsed into a recursively classified workpiece, exhibiting 
production-relevant workpiece features (e.g. ‘grooves’ and ‘shoulders’) as a nested 
term. From this, a skeletal production-plan term is created by mapping features to 
sequential, commutative, and alternative subplans (ultimately, lathe actions). Finally, 
the abstract NC program is generated as a list of actions via a qualitative simulation 
‘executing’ the plan in order to fix alternative subplans and sequentialize commutative 
ones. 
3. Sharable knowledge bases for materials science and engineering: Physical/ 
chemical properties of the elements and their groupings (ELEMENTS) as well as engi- 
neering properties of certain plastics pertaining to production/recycling (RTPLAST) [7] 
have been provided as sharable RELFUN knowledge bases. The ELEMENTS knowl- 
edge base represents the period system of the elements by a nested relational fact 
for each element (e.g. specifying the atomic weight, a ternary electron-configuration 
structure, and a varying-arity structure of possible oxidations) and functions for com- 
puting atom groups and tables. The RTPLAST knowledge base represents the family 
of recyclable thermoplastics (e.g., polyolefines subsuming polypropylenes) as a lattice 
of second-order subsumption relations between predicates or sorts, and their engineer- 
ing properties (e.g., density, hardness, and additives) as facts centered around such 
order-sorted first arguments. Knowledge concerning production and recycling is repre- 
sented by relational-functional rules (e.g., certain additives enforce recycling in closed 
circles). RTPLAST thus permits interactive and embedded queries for selecting ther- 
moplastics with given combinations of properties (e.g., reflecting production/recycling 
requirements). 
While all three applications employ both relations and functions, RELFUN’s func- 
tional style is emphasized by the first two and its relational style is stressed by the 
third. This relational-functional composition has changed during the development of 
these applications, reflecting moving problem specifications and various programmer 
preferences. Smooth shifts between both styles were possible because of the natural 
transformations between RELFUN relations and functions, both manual and automatic. 
Also, RELFUN’s single-cut is used by the first application, avoided via a top-level 
once by the second, and not needed by the third. Actually, the experience with the 
first two applications motivated the inclusion of a single-cut operator into the full- 
RELFUN system. On the other hand, we keep the continuing development of the third 
application confined to the cutless relational-functional style. 
5. Related work 
Here we compare our integration of relational and functional programming with three 
other recent languages, namely LIFE, ALF, and HiLog, representing typical current pro- 
posals in the field of extended declarative programming. The BABEL-like integration 
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of lazy evaluation (call-by-need) with backtracking can only be mentioned here, as it is 
orthogonal to the issues studied with our minimal extensions and entails a further layer 
of advantages and disadvantages [ 181. Since there is still some lack of reports on ap- 
plications of relational-functional languages (comparable to the RELFUN applications 
sketched in Section 4), this aspect will not appear here. 
Sorts and constraints: LIFE (Logic, Inheritance, Functions, Equations) [l] gener- 
alizes first-order constructor terms to $-terms, built from sorts with an unordered, 
varying-length attachment of features (attributes); these are unified during relation calls 
in a special manner, involving the computation of the greatest lower bound (glb) 
in an explicit sort lattice. RELFUN keeps ordered constructors, which, however, can 
have varying lengths; it has ‘first-class’ sorts unifLing via LIFE-like glb computation; 
there is also an extension, ORF (Object-centered RelFun) [26], which is based on 
‘facts’ whose unordered unary-constructor-term arguments are used as attributes (‘po- 
sitionalized’ to ordinary facts), and which permits ‘parallel’ inheritance (realized via 
rules). LIFE keeps ground, deterministic functions, whose calls are matched by defining 
rules as soon as they become ground (non-ground calls ‘residuate’) in the fashion of 
constraint-logic programming. RELFUN permits non-ground, non-deterministic function 
calls, integrating them with relations, but also permits relational-functional determinism 
(not: groundness) specifications affecting calls, clauses, or procedures; ‘first-class’ finite 
domains and exclusions permit ‘residuationless’ constraint propagation. While LIFE de- 
liberately separates relations (unification) and functions (matching), RELFUN empha- 
sizes their integration, from non-deterministic relations via non-deterministic functions 
to deterministic functions. 
Equations and rewriting: ALF (Algebraic Logic Functional language) [ 191 consists 
of Horn clauses for user-defined relations and (conditional) equations for user-defined 
functions; RELFUN’s valued clauses encompass both kinds of definition, replacing the 
equality predicate “=” of an equation by “: - , . . &“, where “. . . ” stands for zero or 
more conditions, whose “=“- become “. =“-calls. For example, if appf un is defined as 
the list-concatenation function, in ALF the conditional equation (with extra-variables 
Ll and E) 
last(L) = E <- appfun(L1, [El > = L 
can be employed to define the function last; the equivalent RELFUN definition 
consists of the valued clause (which uses the extra-variable E first in the result- 
accumulating condition and then in the value-returning position) 
last(L) :- L .= appfuu(Ll,[E]) & E. 
Note that the ALF definition embeds the function application of last into the “=“- 
predicate of the head equation, whereas the RELFUN definition employs the function 
application (just like a relation application) directly as the clause head: while ALF 
avoids regarding relations as boolean functions, RELFUN wishes to put relations and 
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functions on the same (top-)level of clauses. The declarative semantics of ALF is that 
of Horn-clause logic with equality; for RELFUN a model-theoretic semantics for first- 
order functions was developed directly on the level of the usual Herbrand models for 
Horn relations. The operational semantics of ALF is based on SLD-resolution for rela- 
tions and rewriting and innermost basic narrowing for functions; for RELFUN’s valued 
clauses SLV-resolution was developed to encompass relations and functions, corre- 
sponding to innermost narrowing. The efficiency-enhancing inference rule of rewriting 
used in ALF could be adapted for optimizing RELFUN programs with deterministic 
functions (with a confluent rewriting system). ALF has a many-sorted type structure 
and a (parameterized) module system, used by a preprocessor; RELFUN employs order- 
sorted unification and modules/files managed like the workspace. The implementation 
of both languages uses an extended WAM: ALF has integrated deterministic rewriting 
into the WAM; RELFUN uses a WAM-coupled abstract stack machine for deterministic 
functions [27] (non-deterministic functions being WAM-integrated). 
Higher-order notation: HiLog [l l] extends Horn clauses by a higher-order syntax 
and allows arbitrary terms in places where constructors (functors) and relation names 
occur in predicate calculus. The same is true for RELFUN. For instance, a variable 
used as a constructor permits elegant structure traversal in both HiLog and RELFUN. 
In addition, ‘database schema browsing’ rules in HiLog can use the structure rela- 
tions (Obj > as a (parameterized) relation name: 
relations(Obj) (R) <- R(Obj ,ArgZ) . 
relations(Obj) CR) <- R(Argl,Obj). 
An equivalent RELFUN definition marks off the structure with square brackets: 
relations [Obj] CR) : - R(Obj ,Arg2) . 
relations[Obj] (R) :- R(Argl,Obj). 
The relational query relations Cjohnl (X1 binds X to the names of all binary relations 
(a tuple of which) containing john. Unlike HiLog, RELFUN may reformulate this 
higher-order relation using a syntax for higher-order functions, where the structure’s 
passive functor use becomes a defined-function application and the output argument R 
becomes its returned value: 
relations(Dbj) :- R(Obj,Arg2) & R. 
relations(Obj) :- R(Argl,Obj) & R. 
The functional query relations (john> returns all binary relation names containing 
john. This example also shows a difference in the interpretation of variables used as 
premises (here, the returned value R): while HiLog would impose a kind of implicit 
metacall, RELFUN just returns the value unless evaluation is enforced by its explicit 
meta-operator ecal (from LISP’s eval and PROLOG’s call). Generally, while HiLog 
evaluates variables (only) in places of atomic formulas, RELFUN instantiates variables 
(uniformly) in the top-level and in subterms. In both languages, the higher-order syn- 
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tax, although very useful, can be reduced to a first-order (Horn-logic) semantics by 
introducing an apply dummy operator [28]. Problems of its (more direct) WAM im- 
plementation are discussed in [ 1 l] as well as [2]. 
6. Conclusions 
This paper has given an approach to minimality of an integrated declarative ker- 
nel language. While integrated relational-functional languages certainly cannot be as 
small as their relational or functional sublanguages alone, we have attempted to show 
that it is possible to achieve a ‘most specific generalization’ of relational and hmc- 
tional programming. For this, kernel RELFUN reciprocally extends Horn relations and 
eager functions just enough to yield a unified operator concept. Other, not integration- 
relevant but uniformity-preserving extensions such as finite domains are relegated to 
outer RELFUN shells. 
Both relational essentials (Rl, R2) and one of the functional essentials (Fl ) are 
semantically incorporated into the kernel. The other functional essential, higher-order 
functions (F2), is incorporated only syntactically. While this considerably simplified 
the model theory, there remains the challenge of adapting Henkin models [25], Hoare 
powerdomains [17], or some other higher-order semantics for the first-order relational- 
functional essentials (Rl, R2, Fl): Except from the (presumably, rare) cases where its 
full expressive power is needed, this adaptation should preserve the simplicity of our 
current higher-order notation (F2), compatible with Herbrand models. 
We could not go here into the topic of eagerness vs. laziness [ 181, which we feel is 
still an open issue for declarative integrations. But our RELFUN experience suggests 
that the simpler eager evaluation strategy may be superior in practice. Presumed advan- 
tages of laziness may turn out to be reproducible eagerly, as in the proposal to replace 
lazy streams by free length-counting logic variables [13]. This issue should be further 
studied by systematically comparing eager and lazy versions of declarative programs. 
Another open discussion is deterministic vs. non-deterministic functions. However, 
here we opted for allowing the more general non-deterministic case even in the REL- 
FUN kernel: thus assimilating functions to (per se non-deterministic) relations, our 
tight relational-functional integration is actually simplified. 
Future work should profit from detailed comparisons with the rewriting logic of 
[ 171, since, like RELFUN, it uses non-deterministic functions and, unlike RELFUN, 
lazy narrowing, as well as with the standardization proposal Curry [21], since, unlike 
RELFUN, it uses deterministic functions and needed narrowing. 
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